
HORIZON® is a versatile, user friendly TMS system with a comprehensive range of services 
designed to help treat more patients safely and effectively each day, as well as run a successful 
TMS practice. HORIZON® delivers standard and theta burst protocols and the energy recovery 
system prevents pulse decay during stimulation to provide reliability from pulse 1 to pulse 3000.
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Coil Stand

The multi-movement articulated arm 
provides precise bi-lateral coil positioning. 
Attaching the coil stand to the chair 
creates a smaller foot-print system.

Therapy Chair

Mobile and motorized, 
the chair is fully 
adjustable  
for patient comfort

Stimulator Cart
 

Mobile cart with 
locking swivel wheels. 

Holds the stimulator 
at the ideal height for 

stimulation.

HORIZON® Stimulator
 

High performance stimulator 
delivering 60Hz standard and 
50Hz theta burst protocols for 

shorter treatment sessions. 
The stimulator energy recovery 

system presents pulse decay 
during stimulating sessions.

TMS Patient Cap

Ideal for treatment location 
marking, allowing for repeated 
coil positioning, shortening the 
treatment set-up time.

HORIZON®AFC Cooling Module

Powers the fan of the Air Film 
Coil when not connected to the 
stimulator, reducing the time 
between treatments.

HORIZON® MT Remote Coil

An ergonomic hand-held 
coil for motor threshold 
assessment with power 
controls located directly on the 
coil. 

HORIZON® Air Film Coil

Capable of delivering repetitive 
pulses at high power levels, the 
coil features a thermostatic 
control for uninterrupted 
protocols. 

Head Support System

Comfortable and 
supportive headrest with 
contra-lateral side pad 
to  ensure coil-to-patient 
contact throughout 
treatment.



FOR MORE INFORMATION; VISIT WWW.MAGSTIM.COM/CONTACT, OR CALL US ON: 01994 240798

ORDERING INFORMATION

The Magstim Company Ltd.
Spring Gardens, Whitland, Carmarthenshire, SA34 0HR

www.magstim.com

HORIZON® FAST PACKAGE - P/N: 5195-00

Description Part Number

HORIZON® Mainframe 4950-00

HORIZON® Power Supply Unit (PSU) 4806-00

HORIZON® User Interface (UI) 5048-00

HORIZON® Air Film Coil (AFC) 4980-00

HORIZON® MT Remote Coil 4990-00

HORIZON® Cooling Module 5018-00

Foot Switch 9525-01

Therapy Chair (220V / 110V) 280105/280106

Chair Coil Stand 280111

Stimulator Cart 3767-00

US Mains Filter / EU Mains Filter 5158-00/5176-00

PATIENT CAPS

Description Part Number

Patient cap - size S* 4941-10

Patient cap - size M* 4942-10

Patient cap - size L* 4943-10

Patient cap - size XL* 4944-10

EASYCAP (EEG Landmark cap) - Size S 315900

EASYCAP (EEG Landmark cap) - Size M 315901

EASYCAP (EEG Landmark cap) - Size L 315902

* Please note: patient caps have a minum order quantity of 10 caps.

CHAIR ACCESSORIES

Description Part Number

Chair leg rest plastic cover 280110

Chair paper cover (roll) 280108

Chair paper roll holder 280109

MK1720-02

HORIZON® is a CE marked medical product, indicated 
for the stimulation of the human cortex for therapeutic 
and research purposes, including the treatment of 
depression.
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